Abstract. Low-frequency modes of excitation in deformed neutron-rich nuclei are studied by means of the quasiparticle random-phase approximation on the Skyrme-Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov mean field. We investigate the microscopic structure of the soft K π = 0 + modes systematically in neutron-rich Magnesium isotopes with N = 22, 24, 26 and 28 close to the drip line, and it is found that the strong collectivity in 34 Mg and 40 Mg is acquired due to the coherent coupling between the β vibration and the pairing vibration of neutrons. Microscopic structure of the K π = 2 + modes changes gradually associated with the location of the Fermi level of neutrons, and it is found that the proton particle-hole excitation generating the γ−vibrational mode in 24 Mg continues to play a key role in the near-drip-line nucleus 40 Mg. The lowfrequency octupole excitations are also investigated and the microscopic mechanism for the enhancement of transition strengths is discussed. 
Introduction
Collective motion in unstable nuclei has raised a considerable interest both experimentally and theoretically. This is because low-frequency modes of excitation are quite sensitive to the shell structure near the Fermi level, and we can expect unique excitation modes to emerge associated with the new spatial structures such as neutron skins and the novel shell structures that generate new regions of deformation [1] .
In order to investigate new kinds of excitation modes in exotic nuclei, the random-phase approximation (RPA) based on the self-consistent mean field has been employed by many groups. (See Refs. [2, 3, 4] for extensive lists of references concerning the self-consistent RPA and meanfield calculations. ) They are however largely restricted to spherical systems, and the low-frequency excitation modes in deformed neutron-rich nuclei remain mostly unexplored.
Recently, low-lying RPA modes in deformed neutronrich nuclei have been investigated by several groups [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . These calculations, however, do not take into account the pairing correlations, or rely on the BCS approximation for pairing (except for Ref. [13] ), which is inappropriate for describing the pairing correlations in drip line nuclei due to the unphysical nucleon gas problem [14] . Quite recently, we have developed a new framework of the self-consistent deformed quasiparticle-RPA (QRPA) based on the Skyrme-Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) mean field [15] .
Presently, small excitation energies of the first 2 + state and striking enhancements of B(E2; 0
32 Mg [16, 17] and 34 Mg [18, 19, 20] are under lively discussions in connection with the onset of quadrupole deformation, the breaking of N = 20 spherical magic number, the pairing correlation and the continuum coupling effects [21, 22, 23, 24, 25] . In order to get clear understanding of the nature of quadrupole deformation and pairing correlations, it is strongly desired to explore, both experimentally and theoretically, excitation spectra of these nuclei toward a drip line [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32] .
In this paper, we apply the new calculation scheme to the low-frequency excitation modes in neutron-rich Magnesium isotopes close to the drip line, and investigate the microscopic mechanism of the excitation modes uniquely appearing in deformed neutron-rich nuclei.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2, the deformed Skyrme-HFB + QRPA method is recapitulated. In Sec. 3, results of numerical analysis of the low-lying excitation modes in deformed neutron-rich Magnesium isotopes are presented. Finally, summary is given in Sec. 4.
Method

Skyrme-HFB in cylindrical coordinates
In order to describe simultaneously the nuclear deformation and the pairing correlations including the unbound quasiparticle states, we solve the HFB equations [14, 33] 
in coordinate space using cylindrical coordinates r = (ρ, z, φ).
We assume axial and reflection symmetries. Here, q = ν (neutron) or π (proton). For the mean-field Hamiltonian h, we employ the SkM* interaction [34] . Details for expressing the densities and currents in the cylindrical coordinate representation can be found in Ref. [35] . The pairing field is treated by using the density-dependent contact interaction [36] ,
where ̺ 0 (r) denotes the isoscalar density of the ground state and P σ the spin exchange operator. Assuming timereversal symmetry and reflection symmetry with respect to the x−y plane, we have to solve for positive Ω and positive z only, Ω being the z−component of the angular momentum j. We use the lattice mesh size ∆ρ = ∆z = 0.6 fm and a box boundary condition at ρ max = 9.9 fm, z max = 12 fm. The differential operators are represented by use of the 11-point formula of Finite Difference Method. Because the parity and Ω are good quantum numbers in the present calculation scheme, we have only to diagonalize the HFB Hamiltonian (1) for each Ω π sector. The quasiparticle energy is cut off at E qp,cut = 60 MeV and the quasiparticle states up to Ω π = 15/2 ± are included. The pairing strength parameter t ′ 0 is determined so as to reproduce the experimental pairing gap of 34 Mg (∆ exp = 1.7 MeV) obtained by the three-point formula [37] . The strength t ′ 0 = −295MeV·fm 3 for the mixed-type interaction (t [38] with γ = 1 leads to the pairing gap ∆ ν = 1.71 MeV in 34 Mg.
Quasiparticle-basis QRPA
Using the quasiparticle basis obtained as the self-consistent solution of the HFB equations (1), we solve the QRPA equation in the matrix formulation [39] γδ
The residual interaction in the particle-hole (p-h) channel appearing in the QRPA matrices A and B is derived from the Skyrme density functional. We neglect the spinorbit interaction term C ∇J t as well as the Coulomb interaction to reduce the computing time. We also drop the so-called "J 2 " term C T t both in the HFB and QRPA calculations. The residual interaction in the particle-particle (p-p) channel is derived from the pairing functional constructed with the density-dependent contact interaction (2) .
Because the full self-consistency between the static mean-field calculation and the dynamical calculation is broken by the above neglected terms, we renormalize the residual interaction in the p-h channel by an overall factor f ph to get the spurious K π = 0 − and 1 − modes (representing the center-of-mass motion), and K π = 1 + mode (representing the rotational motion in deformed nuclei) at zero energy (v ph → f ph ·v ph ). We cut the two-quasiparticle (2qp) space at E α + E β ≤ 60 MeV due to the excessively demanding computer memory size and computing time for the model space consistent with that adopted in the HFB calculation; 2E qp,cut = 120 MeV. Accordingly, we need another factor f pp for the p-p channel. We determine this factor such that the spurious K π = 0 + mode associated with the particle number fluctuation (representing the pairing rotational mode) appears at zero energy (v pp → f pp · v pp ). (See Ref. [15] for details of determination of the normalization factors.)
In the present calculation, the dimension of the QRPA matrix (3) for the quadrupole K π = 0 + excitation in 40 Mg is about 16 400, and the memory size is 24.2 GB. The normalization factors are f ph = 1.106, and f pp = 1.219.
In terms of the nucleon annihilation and creation operators in the coordinate representation,ψ(rσ) andψ † (rσ), the quadrupole operator is represented aŝ
The intrinsic matrix elements n|Q 2K |0 of the quadrupole operator between the excited state |n and the ground state |0 are given by
The explicit expression of Q (uv) 2K,αβ is given in Ref. [32] . The
Elimination of the spurious center-of-mass modes
It is known that the self-consistent RPA, if the same effective interaction or the same energy density functional is used exactly both for the ground state and for the excited state, restores translational invariance [40] . Because the present calculation scheme is not fully self-consistent, the calculated states |n for K π = 0 − and 1 − excitations may contain the spurious component of the center-of-mass motion. In order to separate the intrinsic excitations from the spurious excitation, the "physical" states |ñ are assumed
whereX n is an annihilation operator of the calculated RPA mode,R andP are the coordinate and momentum operators of the whole nucleus ([R,P ] = i ). The coefficients χ are considered to be small because the spurious component is expected to reasonably decouple from the physical solutions. The physical states satisfy the following conditions.
1. The vacuum condition:Xñ
2. The decoupling condition:
These conditions determine the coefficients χ n P , χ n R ;
The orthonormality of the physical states |ñ satisfies in first order of the correction coefficient χ;
In the actual calculations, the correction coefficient χ 2 is at most of order 10 −5 . Separation of the spurious modes is also proposed in Ref. [41] in a similar way to the transition density.
The explicit expressions for calculating the matrix elements of the octupole transition operator are given in Appendix.
3 Results and discussion
Ground state properties
In Table 1 , the ground state properties are summarized. The neutron-rich Magnesium isotopes under investigation Table 1 . Ground state properties of 34, 36, 38, 40 Mg obtained by the deformed HFB calculation with the SkM* interaction and the mixed-type pairing interaction. Chemical potentials, deformation parameters, average pairing gaps, root-mean-square radii for neutrons and protons are listed. The average pairing gaps of protons are zero in these isotopes. The average pairing gap is defined are prolately deformed. This is consistent with the results calculated using the Skyrme SIII interaction except for 34 Mg [28] . The Gogny-HFB calculation suggested that 34 Mg is prolately deformed but soft against β deformation, and the shape coexistence in 38, 40 Mg [31] . We can see that the neutron skin develops as approaching the drip line; the difference in neutron and proton radii r 2 ν − r 2 π = 0.35 fm in 34 Mg changes to 0.54 fm in 40 Mg. In Fig. 1 , we show the neutron single-particle levels in 40 Mg. The single-particle states are obtained by rediagonalizing the self-consistent single-particle Hamiltonian h[̺,̺] of Eq. (1). According to the present calculation employing the SkM* Skyrme density functional and the mixed-type pairing density functional, 40 Mg is located close to the neutron drip line. Figure 2 shows the intrinsic isoscalar quadrupole transition strengths in neutron-rich Mg isotopes for K π = 0 + and 2 + excitations. For the K π = 0 + excitation, we can see a prominent peak possessing about 30 and 23 in Weisskopf unit below the threshold energy in 34 Mg and 40 Mg. If we assume the strong deformation limit [42] , these intrinsic isoscalar transition strengths correspond to the transition strengths from the ground 0 On the other hand, we obtain the collective state in all of the isotopes for the K π = 2 + excitation. In Table 2 , we summarize the ratio of the matrix elements for neutrons and protons normalized by that of the neutron and proton numbers, (M ν /M π )/(N/Z), for the lowest excitation modes. As approaching the neutron drip line, the contribution of the neutron excitation becomes large. This is one of the unique features of the excitation modes in drip-line nuclei and it is understood as follows: In drip-line nuclei, the neutron 2qp excitations dominantly take place outside of the nuclear surface. Therefore, the transition strengths of the 2qp excitation of neutrons become large. The proton p-h excitations, however, concentrate in the surface region. Consequently, coupling of the excitations between neutrons and protons becomes smaller, and the transition strengths of neutrons (M 2 ν ) and protons (M 2 π ) become extremely asymmetric. In Sec. 3.2.1, we discuss in detail the microscopic structure of the lowfrequency K π = 0 + modes, and show the spatial structure of the excitations of neutrons and protons.
Quadrupole vibrations
Intrinsic isoscalar quadrupole transition strengths in 34,36,38,40 Mg for K π = 0 + (upper panel) and 2 + (lower panel) excitations. The arrows indicate the neutron emission threshold energies. The one-neutron emission threshold energy is E th,1n = 3.86 MeV and 3.09 MeV, and the two-neutron emission threshold energy is E th,2n = 4.81 MeV and 3.12 MeV in 38 Mg and 40 Mg, respectively.
Soft
In Fig. 3 , we show the low-lying excitation spectra for the K π = 0 + states. Here excitation energies are evaluated by [43] 
in terms of the vibrational frequencies ω RPA and the ThoulessValatin moment of inertia J TV calculated microscopically by the QRPA as described in Ref. [44] . As we can see in this figure, appearance of the soft K π = 0 + modes is quite sensitive to the neutron number.
In Ref. [44] , we have discussed the generic feature of the low-lying K π = 0 + modes in deformed neutron-rich nuclei: In a deformed system where the up-sloping oblatetype and the down-sloping prolate-type orbitals exist near the Fermi level, one obtains a low-lying mode possessing enhanced strengths both for the quadrupole p-h transition and for the quadrupole p-p (pair) transition induced by the pairing fluctuations. The up-sloping and down-sloping orbitals have quadrupole moments with opposite signs. Generation mechanism of the soft K π = 0 + mode in deformed neutron-rich nuclei is understood essentially by the schematic two-level model in Ref. [42] . They consider the case where only two λλ components are present in the wave functions both of the ground 0 
The transition matrix element for the quadrupole operator is then (14) and it is proportional to the difference in the quadrupole moments of the individual orbitals composing the 0 + states. In the case that the quadrupole moments of the orbitals have opposite signs to each other, this matrix element becomes large. This situation is realized in the level crossing region, where the up-and down-sloping orbitals exist. As the number of components increases in the QRPA calculations, the wave function becomes more complicated. It is discussed in Ref. [44] .
In what follows, we investigate the microscopic structure of the low-lying K π = 0 + states, and discuss sensitivity to the location of the Fermi level of neutrons. Because the deformation properties of the Mg isotopes under investigation are not very different, Figure 1 is used for understanding the shell structure around the Fermi level.
In 34 Mg, we obtain the collective K π = 0 + mode at 2.65MeV [15] . The transition strength is enhanced by 10.6 times as compared to the unperturbed transition strength. This mode is generated by many 2qp excitations, and among them the 2qp configurations of (ν Fig. 4 . Inside and around the nuclear surface denoted by the thick lines, neutrons and protons coherently oscillate along the symmetry axis (z−axis), indicating the β vibration. Furthermore, in neutrons only, we can see a spatially extended structure. The enhanced transition strength of neutrons is due to this spatial extension of the quasiparticle wave functions.
In order to see another interesting feature of the soft 40 Mg, we show in Fig. 5 the strength distributions of the quadrupole-pair transition defined by the operator
The transition strength to the lowest state is enhanced about 28.4 times of the transition strength of the 2qp excitation (ν[310]1/2) 2 . The lowest K π = 0 + state in 40 Mg thus has a collective nature both in the p-h and p-p (pairing) channels.
K
Next, we investigate the microscopic structure of the K π = 2 + modes appearing at around 3 MeV. Because the number of 2qp negative-parity excitations in this mass region is small as we can see the single-particle energy levels in Fig. 1 , none of the excited states shown in Fig. 6 particle-like level in 38 Mg, the p-h transition strength is smaller than in 40 Mg. About 80% of the transition matrix element come from the neutron 2qp excitations below 10 MeV, and coupling to the giant resonance is small. In drip-line nuclei, the proton contribution is also small as in the case for the quadrupole excitations. In 40 Mg, the proton transition strength B(E3; 0 
Octupole excitations
+ gs → 3 − K π =0 − )
Summary
We have investigated the microscopic structure of the lowlying excitation modes systematically in neutron-rich Magnesium isotopes close to the drip line by means of the deformed Skyrme-QRPA method.
In the spherical neutron-rich nuclei, the effect of the dynamical pairing has been investigated in detail in Refs. [45, 46, 47] . In Ref. [44] , we showed the importance of the dynamical pairing in neutron-rich deformed systems. In a deformed system where the up-and down-sloping orbitals exist near the Fermi level, one obtains the low-lying mode possessing extremely enhanced strengths both for the quadrupole p-h transition and for the quadrupole p-p (pair) transition induced by the pairing fluctuation.
In this article, we demonstrated the importance of the dynamical pairing in deformed drip-line system. Not only in 34 Mg but in 40 Mg, the soft K π = 0 + modes are generated by the neutron 2qp excitations of the up-sloping and down-sloping orbitals. And we found that the transition strength to the soft K π = 0 + modes is much enhanced not only for the quadrupole p-h excitation but also for the quadrupole p-p excitation.
We obtained the collective K π = 2 + excitations in all of the isotopes under investigation. As the neutron number increases, the contribution of neutron 2qp excitations to the K π = 2 + mode changes gradually according to the location of the Fermi level of neutrons. Furthermore, we found that the proton p-h excitation of [211]3/2 → [211]1/2 creating the γ−vibrational mode in 24 Mg keeps playing an important role in generating the collective K π = 2 + modes even in the near-drip-line nuclei.
For the octupole excitations, we could not find any collective modes in the low-energy region. Despite the weak collectivity, the transition strengths are enhanced due to the microscopic mechanism: In 34 Mg and 36 Mg, coupling to the giant resonances at 1 ω 0 and 3 ω 0 gives rise to the enhancement of the transition strengths. In 38 Mg and 40 Mg close to the drip line, because the quasiparticle wave functions near the Fermi level have the spatially extended structure, the transition strengths of the neutron 2qp excitations become extremely large. However, the proton contribution becomes small in near-drip-line nuclei because the spatial overlap between the proton p-h excitations and neutron 2qp excitations is small. 
